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REMARKS FOR NEW HAMPSHIRE TRIP

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1975

IT'S A GREAT PLEASURE TO BE HERE TODAY TO

PLAY A SMALL PART IN THE INDIAN SUMMER RERUN OF "NEW

HAMPSHIRE KNOWS BEST."
TO ME IT IS NOT ONLY PARTY DUTY, BUT A PERSONAL
DESIRE TO SPEAK UP AND SPEAK OUT FOR MY FRIEND AND FORMER
COLLEAGUE IN THE CONGRESS, ONE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE'S MOST
DEDICATED PUBLIC SERVANTS -- LOU WYMAN.

LOU WYMAN IS MORE THAN A NAME ON A CAMPAIGN
POSTER TO ME. I HAVE WORKED WITH, AND COUNSELED WITH,
AND SERVED WITH LOU FOR MANY YEARS IN THE UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
I can tell you from firsthand experience that Lou Wyman is a man on the move -- a man who knows New Hampshire, its needs and its problems. But what's even more important, he knows what has to be done to solve them.

Lou Wyman is a man of experience and a man who has shared the experience of one of New Hampshire's legislative giants. What better introduction to what is best for this great state than to have begun his career in the office of your great senator, Styles Bridges?
LOU WYMAN HAS DEVOTED HIS LIFE AND ALL HIS ENERGIES TO THE SAME BASIC DOWN-TO-EARTH PHILOSOPHIES THE GRANITE STATE IS KNOWN FOR.

HE KNOWS THAT BIG GOVERNMENT IS TOO BIG, TOO COSTLY, TOO CUMBERSOME, AND TOO REMOTE -- TO REALLY COPE WITH AND UNDERSTAND THE PROBLEMS OF CITIZENS RIGHT HERE IN
LOU WYMAN KNOWS THAT SINCE COLONIAL DAYS, NO AMERICANS ARE MORE FIERCELY INDEPENDENT, CAPABLE AND RESOURCEFUL IN MANAGING THEIR OWN LIVES THAN THE PEOPLE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.

LOU WYMAN COMES FROM THIS PIONEER HERITAGE. HE WILL REPRESENT YOU IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES WITH THAT SAME NEW HAMPSHIRE SPIRIT AND DEDICATION -- IF ON ELECTION DAY YOU GET UP AND GET OUT TO GET A REAL WINNER IN!
LOU WYMAN HAS FOUGHT TO BRING JOBS TO NEW HAMPSHIRE.

HE HAS FOUGHT TO PRESERVE AND PROTECT THE BASIC INDUSTRIES THAT ARE SO VITAL TO YOUR STATE'S ECONOMY. AND LOU HAS SOUGHT RATIONAL AND RESPONSIBLE WAYS TO BALANCE NEW HAMPSHIRE'S ECONOMIC NEEDS WHILE PRESERVING HER IRREPLACEABLE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT.

LOU WYMAN'S CONCERNS ARE YOUR CONCERNS -- AND HE HAS THE EXPERIENCE, THE KNOW-HOW, AND THE PERSPECTIVE TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT THEM.
THE MOTTO OF THE SOVEREIGN STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE IS:

LIVE FREE OR DIE. ON SEPTEMBER 16, YOU AND OTHER

INDEPENDENT-MINDED CITIZENS WILL HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXERCISE

THAT FREEDOM BY VOTING. YOU CAN VOTE FOR LOU WYMAN --

A MAN WHO IS DEDICATED TO LESS, NOT MORE, BIG GOVERNMENT --

AND MORE, NOT LESS, LOCAL CONTROL.

I URGE YOU TO ELECT LOU WYMAN YOUR SENATOR.

I NEED HIM. YOU NEED HIM. NEW HAMPSHIRE NEEDS HIM!

LOU WYMAN -- IT'S A CHOICE YOU WILL BE PROUD OF!

END OF TEXT